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Synopsis
Skate Australia is a landmark longboard documentary - a unique adventure into the passion
and lives of extreme downhill skaters.
It started with the simple idea of traveling the country with our Long boards and within weeks
we were rolling with extreme downhill skaters from all over the world. Skate Australia
documents our road-trip of discovery into this rapidly emerging and varying sport, covering all
styles of long boarding: slalom, sliding, dancing and downhill. After skating beaches,
mountains and big cities of Australia's East coast our working holiday comes to a climax in
Bathurst and the biggest downhill skating event in Australian history, the World Championship
in Downhill Skateboarding.

Press
The Skate Australia documentary been a long and hard journey, shedding more than its share of
blood, sweat and tears. Anthony Fricker, the tremendously passionate director of Skate

Australia, died on the 2nd of August 2009 as a result of a downhill skateboarding accident
while filming for this documentary. The Longboard community was stricken with shock and
grief. The Australian film community mourned the passing of a rising talent. Anthony’s family
wished for his legacy to live on with his dream project Skate Australia. It was decided that
someone had to finish his dream…
The film was still at a very early stage of post production and there were only two people with
enough knowledge of the project to finish it - Swedish twin brothers Jonatan & Sebastian
Lundmark from Dampling Productions. Jonatan and Sebastian had been working closely with
Anthony. Three weeks after Anthony’s funeral they committed to the challenge of completing
the production and dedicated a whole year to finishing Skate Australia for their beloved and
greatly missed friend.

Skate Australia is unique. This documentary is a revelation into the underground sport of
Downhill Skateboarding and the lifestyle that revolves around it. There has never been anything
like this produced in Australia. For a newcomer to the sport, the first reaction to watching
Downhill Skateboarding is absolute amazement and fascination. Skateboarders dressed in full
face helmets and leather suits, racing down Mt Panorama in Bathurst at 100km an hour,
looking more like super V8 cars than skateboarders, brands an indelible image in one’s mind.
The Swedish twin brothers have also produced a 7 minute documentary Steep Descent, a
touching and insightful back-story of the circumstances surrounding Anthony’s death.

Links
Skate Australia Trailer - 2.40 minutes
Steep Descent- 7 minutes A short film of the circumstances surrounding Anthony Fricker’s
death.

Media Links
Gold Coast News
Brisbane Times
Northernstar
Screenhub

- Articles surrounding Anthony’s death.

Co-Director’s Statement
by Jonatan Lundmark
I first met Anthony Fricker, the original director of Skate Australia at a downhill competition in
the lush Blue Mountains just west of Sydney. We made an immediate connection with our
shared passion. Having already produced two Longboard skating movies, I was interested in
combining my skills with Anthony’s and jumping aboard the exciting project Skate Australia.
1st August 2009 I had a breakfast meeting with Anthony at my house in Byron Bay, then he set
off to skate some near by hills with our mutual friend Dennis Westphal. The next day I received a
phone call informing me that there had an accident and Anthony was severely injured.
Camera in hand I set off to film, what I thought would be; yet another adventure for the Skate

Australia project. While filming outside the Gold Coast hospital I received the news that he
wouldn’t make it. I was unprepared, shocked and utterly devastated.
Anthony got hooked on the sport of downhill skating the first time he tried it. The feeling of
effortlessly gliding down a hill with big soft wheels. The feeling of complete freedom. Despite
the sadness of his passing, there was some comfort in knowing he left as a happy man, doing
what he loved. Anthony started off the road trip as a filmmaker but finished it as a downhill
skater. He was living his dream and my goal is to finish his dream.

Anthony Fricker filming in the Dorrigo Mountains

Production notes
After a 6 month long road trip up and down Australia’s East coast filming with 3 cameras, the

Skate Australia crew captured 150 hours of footage on High Definition video.
This was edited down to a 35 minute version, leaving out several stops of the road trip. Since
the movie is targeted towards both skaters and non-skaters, it was important to maintain a high
entertainment value throughout the whole movie to please both audiences.
Just days before Anthony passed away he recorded a scripted narration, originally to be used as
a rough guideline through the editing process. The fact that it was not the official recording
made it a perfect voice over due to it’s relaxed and natural feel. There are not many
documentaries that have pulled off a “one take" voice-over for a 35 min long documentary.

Biographies of crew
Anthony Fricker 1986-2009
Anthony Fricker is the man behind the project. He worked hard as a Writer, Director and Camera
Operator. Anthony had demonstrated his creativity and flair for story-telling early. While still in
high school Anthony won his first short film award for “The Saloon”, a clay animation. In 2007
Anthony Fricker graduated from the Griffith University in Brisbane, with a Bachelor's Degree in
Film and Television. Since then Anthony directed and produced several successful short films,
which received several nominations. Skate Australia was his first full-length documentary.
Jonatan & Sebastian Lundmark
Twin brothers Jonatan and Sebastian Lundmark currently live in Byron Bay and run Dampling
Productions specializing in action sport films.

Film Festivals (to May 2011)
Byron Bay Film Festival 2011 awarded Best Byron Bay Film www.bbff.com.au
Vail Film Festival 2011 www.vailfilmfest.com
Dungog Film Festival 2011 www.dff.org.au

Biographies of cast
Stephen Daddow is the true godfather of long board skateboarding in Australia. At 39 years of
age he still dominates both the local and international long board-racing scene, with over 39
gold medals. He also works as a stunt man within the film industry; his latest project was the
big budget film Narnia.
Jackson Shapiera is a classic example of the student becoming better than his master, who in
this case was Steve Daddow. Jackson is an upcoming young gun from a new school generation
of riders. Jackson has most recently competed in the world Championships in Downhill
Skateboarding, where he finished at an impressive 2nd place in Germany 17th July 2010.
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Skate Australia strongly supports the local music scene and emerging musicians All the music in
the documentary is from artists based on the east coast of Australia.

